The activities of the project were carried out according to what was foreseen in the application form, nevertheless it has been necessary to review the project activity format due to the prolongation of COVID-19 restrictions. From November 2020 till May 2021 the partners met online on a monthly basis reaching the following outcomes:

**STEP 1 - DEFINITION OF FOCUS AREAS FOR THE EXCHANGE OF PRACTICES**

- Identification of quality criteria for collection of good practices.
  The members of the steering committee, with the support of internal technical staff, proposed around 10 quality criteria useful for partners to identify the good practices and necessary for practitioners to gain a significant understanding, enabling their transferability in other contexts. Partnership has then selected the 5 most relevant:
Transferability, Innovation, Digitalisation, Sustainability, and Stakeholder Engagement.

Moreover, partners drafted a common definition of these criteria to use as guidelines for the good practice collection.

- Collection of good practices. Following the identification of quality criteria and focus area, Uniser drafted, with the contribution of the whole partnership, the good practices collection form used to collect relevant experiences linked with the priorities and sector. A total of 12 good practices related to Internationalisation@home and VET 4.0 across different sectors have been collected and shared during the afternoon sessions of the event.

THE INNOVET WEBINAR: THEMATIC TEAMS AND BEST PRACTICES FROM PARTNERS

BY VITTORIA VALENTINA DI GENNARO

Following the final definition of the quality criteria to map best practices shared in the framework of the event, the program was defined including three days (from the 1st to the 3rd of June 2021) with two different sessions each, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.

On the morning sessions, the objectives of the 2021 edition of the EFVET Conference were shared, followed by an update about the state of play of the activities of the two Thematic Teams VET 4.0 and Int&LM.

Two speeches on topics such as new program priorities: green, sustainability, inclusion, digitalisation, etc. were given and the new TTs and the opportunity to get involved were presented: three were the Keynote speakers at the event: João Santos, Senior Expert on Vocational Training, Apprenticeships and Adult Education, from the European Commission; Suvi Kylmala from Keuda, Finland; and Dr. Tuomo Kuosa, Director, Co-founder and Futurist at Futures Platform.

These sessions were an opportunity for participants to get involved into interactive activities about what they would like to work on at the EFVET Conference, as well as into TT workshops.

The afternoon sessions were focused on the sharing of the best practices based on the Quality criteria previously defined for their mapping, which we will present below:

- Creation of a new Job Profile in VET: Digital Tourism Technician by Renato Guiomar, INSIGNARE, Portugal

INSIGNARE shared a new qualification for one of Europe’s and World’s highest growing sectors, Tourism, focusing on one of its most relevant trends: Digitalisation. This new qualification mixes both Tourism and IT skills, meeting the market new trends of consumer choices, mostly online and through peer reviews. It aims at preparing young people and adults to work in several types of Hospitality organisations, both under traditional business models and online/cloud business models, the digital travel market,
It is an added value for the last year students that they can do an internship in the Netherlands where they are hosted by Groep Landsede. Due to Corona, online activities have been organised in 2021. Melanie Huyghe explained in further detail the aspects of digitalisation, innovation, sustainability of the project.

ROC DA VINCI presented the Sustainability Factory, an experience related with Smart Industry, Robotisation, Digitalisation and Energy Transition, focusing also on how to build innovative strengths by linking innovation to lifelong learning in a structural triple helix collaboration (Education providers, Knowledge institutes, SME’s, Corporates and (inter)national, regional innovation structures and skills).

Heilig Hartinstituut Leuven (BE) presented the eTwinning project “L’écologie nous unit”. After a brief description of the aim of the project, Melanie Huyghe emphasized the advantages and disadvantages of an online project on the eTwinning platform.

SEPR presented us a I@H experience related to a virtual workshop that takes place every year since 2017 in a hybrid format and last year was delivered fully online. This practice, related with the fashion sector, aimed at contributing to the development of digital skills (technical and intercultural) in this sector.

UNISER presented the “Erasmus Learner Journey”, an e-learning tool for training Erasmus participants before, during and after their mobility experience. The tool can be used individually by the students or as a base for blended mobility courses with groups of students from different countries.

SEPR shared their experience of a one-month long workshop that takes place in France, bringing together professional designers from Ireland, Finland, Spain (incoming teaching mobilities). This year, the workshop was 100% digital.

The three-day event was very successful and fruitful for all participants who shared their views and positive feedback throughout surveys each day. We thank them all for their great participation and engagement during the workshops and breakout rooms discussions.

www.innovetproject.wordpress.com
The INNOVET project is researching and developing new frameworks on the ‘conference of the Future’, so large scale events like this can be a test case to try-out new ways to meet. A blended conference can be a new way to organise large events in the future, to work more sustainable and inclusive. It will give opportunities to many more VET colleges in Europe to participate and profit from the knowledge and networks within the EfVET community.

Unfortunately, we had to work online because of the current situation. In spite of this, the event was of high quality with interesting keynote speakers on how Europe is looking at the Future of the VET sector by João Santos and how to work with Avatars to meet online in project activities by KEUDA, Finland.

How to ‘predict’ the future to be able to make a policy plan for VET colleges was introduced by Dr Tuomo Kuosa, a Finnish Futurist. The TT VET 4.0 is working on different scenarios. The main purpose is to understand the impact of the different changes happening at different levels (namely: societal, organisational, technological, global and Industry) in the VET sector and anticipate coping measures.

The EfVET TT on Internationalisation & Learning Mobility challenged the participants. They were asked to come up with solutions and to share their ideas and suggestions in a role-play-workshop about ‘How to start up mobility after COVID-19’. We realised that we will have to deal with the virus as it is a reality, so how can we work safe and still give students the possibility to go abroad? Many suggestions came up and the results will be sent to all participants and published broadly.

More info about the event can be found on the INNOVET website at this link.

The next TT meeting will be in Kuopio during the conference, and in spring 2022 we will meet in our partners college in Lyon, where SEPR will host the meeting.
Best Practice Digital mobility for INNOVET – eTwinning project "L’écologie nous unit"

BY MELANIE HUYGHE, HEILIG HARTINSTITUUT KESSEL-LO, BELGIUM

Melanie Huyghe (Heilig Hartinstituut Kessel-Lo) collaborated with her Italian colleague Paola Cherri in order to set up a project on the digital platform eTwinning.

The main goal was that Belgian and Italian students could meet and present themselves and their countries in French. The students were prepared during the regular French classes and all activities fitted into the existing curriculum for French.

Furthermore, the students reflected on the theme of ecology. They developed slogans and posters and chose the best one of their foreign colleagues. Both teachers and students developed their language skills and their digital skills. They learnt about different countries and school systems.

Best practice VET 4.0 for INNOVET: IESS project

BY MELANIE HUYGHE, HEILIG HARTINSTITUUT KESSEL-LO, BELGIUM

Heilig Hartinstituut Leuven (Belgium) has a KA2 project within the Erasmus+ program of the European Union. The project is called “Implementation and Evaluation of Soft Skills” (IESS).

The focus of the project is on organising internships for 18-year old Belgian students in the Netherlands in collaboration with Groep Landstede, the Dutch partner school.

The internships for hairdressers, aestheticians and sales representatives focussed on soft skills like politeness, flexibility, punctuality, etc.

The main goal of the project was to set up soft skills evaluation grids which are easy in use and transferable to other types of internships and to other schools and countries.

www.innovetproject.wordpress.com